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During this situation, the British Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain, flew to meet Hitler at his What do you think
Henderson's opinion was of Hitler? when he resigned and Winston Churchill, a bitter critic of appeasement, took over .

Chamberlain blocked the creation of such a ministry until a few months before war broke out despite the
nation's desperate need for a coordinating authority empowered to put labor and industry on a war footing.
What are his reasons? Poland seemed to be the next most likely victim of Nazi aggression and Chamberlain
made an agreement with the Poles to defend them in Germany invaded. The next month, 15 April ,
Chamberlain established the Ministry of Supply that Churchill advocated in  Because of the Munich
Agreement, the smaller nations of Europe were left unsure of their safety from German influence, which
potentially stretched deep into the east. Churchill's line in The Gathering Storm has carried conviction for two
reasons: after no-one wanted to be associated with appeasement because it had failed; after everyone wanted
to have been prescient about the virtues of 'The Grand Alliance'. The worldwide economic depression caused
widespread hardship and misery around the world. He must have known from the situation outlined to him by
General Ismay, that Czechoslovakia was lost, that war was bound to come. Having no effective power to stop
Hitler, Prime Minister Chamberlain, without Czech involvement, negotiated the partition of Czechoslovakia.
Thus will the myth go on into the new century and its millennium. Chamberlain, we are told, was duped into
thinking Hitler a man of reason and compromise, a man who could be trusted to keep agreements. Fearful
Convulsions "In continental Europe the earth heaves and no one but is aware of the rumblings. To order a
copy go to guardianbookshop. Neville Chamberlain â€¦was alert, businesslike, opinionated and self-confident
in a very high degree. Because the war was won by a 'Grand Alliance' of Britain, America and the Soviet
Union, it is easy to argue that Churchill's advocacy of such an alignment in should have been listened to at the
time. The US had withdrawn from world affairs. Churchill's book may be read as a record of his frustration
and its sum and substance amounts to an indictment of Chamberlain. With your help and counsel and with the
support of the great party of which you are the leader, I trust that I shall succeed. Expert opinion predicted that
any future war would be even worse: to the slaughter of the battlefield would be added unspeakable
destruction from the air. They looked to Britain and France to stop Hitler, but in France and Britain leaders
were less certain. Though Churchill vehemently opposed both the Munich Agreement and Britain's
appeasement policies, he was in the minority, and the day after he gave his speech, the House of Commons
voted to to affirm the motion. Next, the second part of the alliance, the Soviet Union, which as Stalin had not
forgotten Churchill had tried to strangle at birth, was actually part of the problem, not of the solution; only a
mentality as Anglocentric as Churchill's could have imagined otherwise. Thus for Churchill and his supporters
it was extremely troubling to have Chamberlain, month after month and year after year, stand in the way of the
most crucial and clearly necessary defense expenditures as well as such emergency measures as conscription
and establishing a ministry of supply. As a war leader, Chamberlain was surprisingly effective, but he still
hated war, and lacked Churchill's oratorical power to inspire. We cannot possibly retreat. The United States
and Britain helped stabilize the German economy with massive loans in and again in  Why else would the
prime minister, acting behind the back of his foreign minister, torpedo such a clear initiative for peace, were it
not his intention to support Hitler? While never achieving a majority in the German parliament Reichstag , by
Hitler and the Nazi party had become a formidable force. Neville Chamberlain turned down an offer to
become Chancellor of the Exchequer, preferring to become Minister of Health. By the end of , Hitler's camps
held over , political prisoners and he began to round up beggars, prostitutes, homosexuals, and alcoholics. The
House will remember that that was a period of great misfortune, in which, from the strong position which we
had gained under the descendants of King Alfred, we fell very swiftly into chaos. As a practical matter, what
could Britain have done about Germany in ? That was key because when Attlee and Greenwood visited
Chamberlain on the afternoon of May 9, they told him that Labour would not be part of a Chamberlain-led
government but Labour might be part of a government led by another Conservative. Soon after he became
Chancellor of Germany in he began to re-arm the country, breaking the restrictions placed on the German
armed forces. It is also worth noting that Chamberlain could hardly have been that bad a choice as prime
minister, or Churchill would hardly have seconded his nomination - a fact he somehow omitted from his
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memoirs. He began to seek an accord with Germany, not only to avoid war, but also to limit spending on arms.
Is this the same as a case for appeasement? Chamberlain, with his limited outlook and inexperience of the
European scene, should have possessed the self-sufficiency to wave away the proffered hand stretched out
across the Atlantic leaves one breathless with amazement.


